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BD 5963

received 21.05.1954

Love `He who remains in love remains in Me ....'
In uni with Me you ﬁnd your peace of mind. Your longing is satisﬁed as
soon as you know yourselves to be as one with Me, if you have united with
Me through love or heartfelt prayer sent to Me in spirit and in truth. Prayer
is the will for uni with Me, activi of love, however, is the fulﬁlment,
for `He who remains in love remains in Me and I in him ....'Love is the
most important .... and everything that is described as the maturing of the
soul, the return into the Father's house and eternal beatitude depends on
deeds of love .... And if you always only keep these words in mind `He
who remains in love remains in Me and I in him ....', if you always only
remember that I Am Love Itself, then you will consider the fulﬁlment of
My commandments of love to be the most important thing, and then you
will endeavour to live a life of love in order to be thereby eternally united
with Me. Love is everything .... it is redeeming strength, it is light, it is
the divine principle, the centre of eternal order .... If a human being exists
without love then he has completely le this order, his thoughts and activi
are completely in opposition to God, he is spiritually blind, that is, he is
ignorant, and he is unredeemed in the hands of the adversary who wants
to exclude him from all happiness ....
I Am Love Itself, heartlessness is My adversary .... and anyone who therefore desires to be united with Me, who wants to attain Me must live a life
of love, for then I must also be with him, because love is and has been My
fundamental substance for eterni . I certainly bestow unlimited blessings,
I certainly grant you what you don't deserve and don't strive for by yourselves, yet all My gi s of grace only intend to achieve one thing, that you
shape yourselves into love, for even if I would like to bestow everything
upon you .... you would nevertheless remain dead without love, without
love you would remain judged beings .... you would only ever remain My
living creations but never ever be able to become My children. Only love
can accomplish My living creations'deiﬁcation, only love can unite us, otherwise you will always just lead a miserable existence as isolated beings
outside of Me. And this is why the ﬁrst and most important commandment
is to love God above all else and your neighbour as yourself .... And your
spiritual state on earth as well as in eterni one day depends on your
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fulﬁlment of this commandment .... is is why I instructed My disciples
to go into the world and proclaim My divine teaching of love to humani
.... this is why I Myself exempliﬁed to people on earth a life of love and
sealed My teaching of love with the death on the cross, which I suﬀered on
behalf of My fellow human beings because of My greater than great love
.... because I recognised their inﬁnite hardship and wanted to help them.
And as long as you humans ignore these commandments of Mine you will
be unable to achieve beatitude, no matter how profoundly you humble
yourselves in the dust before Me, pleading for My mercy .... My love for
you cannot be exceeded any more and I want to win all of you over for Me,
yet My bliss only consists of your reciprocated love, and you must grant
this to Me voluntarily .... And your appeal for mercy has to be based on
your desire for Me because you love Me .... and because you realise how
far-away you still are from Me. You must try to reach Me, you must want to
achieve uni with Me, and therefore you must live a life of love yourselves
or uni will never be possible to achieve. Consider the fact that with every
deed of love you draw the eternal Love Itself to yourselves .... but that It
cannot enter your hearts if they are still completely contradicting God's
fundamental nature .... You only unite with Me through love, and that is
what you ought to bear in mind and seek to fulﬁl the commandment of
love as the most important .... you ought to know that no human being can
become blissfully happy without love.
Amen
received 22.05.1954

BD 5964
Redeeming work for souls in the beyond in God's will ....

Put your trust in My Words and only believe that My love is watching over
you and that I Am protecting you from all onslaughts by My adversary if
you take refuge with Me during earthly and spiritual diﬃculties .... Your
will also assures you My help and My protection. I only appraise your will,
and according to this will you are either in My hands or in the hands of
My adversary. If your will is directed towards Me and you desire to please
Me you can also consider yourselves looked a er by Me .... But if you want
the world and its possessions then your will belongs to My adversary and
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then he has also control over you which he, however, would never be able
to have if you strive towards Me, if you look for and pray to Me in spirit and
in truth.
Your faith is still weak, yet it will get stronger if you always just make the
eﬀort to live a life of love, and you will become increasingly more certain
of the fact that My Fatherly love applies to all who are still unredeemed on
earth and also pass away or have passed away unredeemed from this earth.
All these souls suﬀer immense hardship and My love does not want to leave
them in this adversi forever. And thus I create countless possibilities for
them to escape their hardship but without determining their free will ....
Nevertheless, I know every individual person's will and that of every soul in
the beyond. I know when they are ready to take the path to Me, and I let you
humans participate in the redemption work, since there is a tremendous
amount of work to be done and every individual soul should be oﬀered the
opportuni to give up its resistance and turn towards eternal salvation.
Consider the immense number of souls which are still distant from Me,
which have no faith and whom I therefore cannot approach because they
don't believe in Me .... I constantly endeavour to provide these souls with
the possibilities to come to Me by indirect means as well, and you humans
can assist Me in this by taking care of of these souls, by informing them of
Me, because they are more likely to listen to you, providing they are at all
willing to change their adverse situation. On the one side a regrettable lack
of faith is evident, on the other side, however, a comprehensive work of
salvation is taking place on the souls in the spiritual kingdom, because this
work of salvation is mainly unsuccessful on earth. My adversary has great
power over people on earth because they are too involved with matter and
he tempts them with material goods. Many a soul in the beyond recognises
the worthlessness of what it had pursued on earth because it experiences
utmost pover and darkness, and for that reason they can be easier won
over, if only their faith can be awakened in them ....
And I truly have many ways which I implement and which are hardly
ever unsuccessful. e situation of these souls in the beyond cannot be
described to you exactly, there will always remain a layer which prevents
your view into the kingdom of the beyond .... Yet you can believe that I
look a er all souls and for their deliverance also involve you humans if a
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greater possibili for success is thereby assured. Anyone who wants to be
of service to Me can certainly to so, and I will place him where his work will
be successful ..... But you must always believe in My greater than great love
and mercy .... en you will also understand everything and you will no
longer doubt the task which I give you .... en you will gladly be of service
to Me and also be convinced that your work is beneﬁcial .... you participate
in the redemption of countless souls from adversi and pain .... you show
them the way to light and beatitude ....
Amen

BD 5965

received 23.05.1954

Awakened preachers ....
My Gospel is certainly proclaimed throughout the whole world, and yet
people are still so very distant from Me because it is not presented to them
in a lively enough way, consequently they do not feel the strength which
My Word is intended to impart on them. Not the mere letter but the spirit
gives people true life. My spirit has to be eﬀective in the preacher, only then
will he speak such that his listeners will feel addressed by Me, then they
will also accept the strength which will give them life .... they will wake
up from their former dream state and live their earthly life consciously by
striving towards Me. As soon as awakened preachers are at work it can also
be expected that an awakening will take place amongst the listeners, and
only then will the proclamation of My Word be a blessing .... whereas the
repetition of My Words alone will not meet with any response in people's
heart and thus they will bypass their ears without leaving any impression ....
Hence, an awakened preacher is chosen amongst those who are called, who
will never lack spiritual knowledge if he wants to pass it on to his fellow
human beings .... For he receives from Me directly whatever he requires to
work for Me and My kingdom .... He draws the water of life, which he wants
to oﬀer his fellow human beings, from the source, and he will indeed be
listened to because the soul can sense that it receives My Word. e more
intimately this proclaimer of My teaching is in contact with Me, the more
lively he will be able to speak and, driven by My spirit, the more success he
will be able to achieve, and this success will always consist of gaining souls
which hand themselves over to Me, which have attained a living faith.
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No lifeless preacher will be able to lead people into life, and preachers are
lifeless as long as I Myself cannot be present in them, for then everything
will only aﬀect the human being's sense of hearing, it will not touch the
heart, they will just speak dead words without life .... it lacks the life-giving
spirit .... Yet I know hearts everywhere which are aroused in love for Me,
which know no other desire but to work for Me, and I can be present in
such hearts aglow with love and thus speak to people Myself, who then
listen attentively because they feel My strength, because they feel seized by
a power they are unable to resist .... who have to love even if they previously
had a hostile mind. It will surely be understandable to you that I .... if I
speak .... will have to have greater success than when a mere person speaks,
even if he speaks on behalf of Me and My kingdom as well .... But I can
only speak through a human mouth whose heart has come aglow with
love for Me .... His great love draws Me to him and I won't resist such love
.... I speak, and people feel themselves incapable of resisting Me, they let
themselves be seized by My love and drawn to My Fatherly heart .... I can
only express Myself through the mouth of an awakened person, and if all
My servants on earth were awakened who proclaim the Gospel there would
not be such great spiritual hardship amongst people, and I Myself would be
able to address them Whom they truly would not resist for long. And I have
called many to do so .... Yet only a few can be chosen as My instruments by
Me, as shells in whom I can embody Myself, through whom My spirit can
speak and My strength be transferred onto other people .... But wherever it
happens there will be an obvious abundance of blessings, and My presence
will not remain hidden from people who accept the Gospel due to their
faith in Me Who, as Redeemer from death and sin, also wants to return
their freedom to them again and therefore reveal Myself where My name
will be avowed before the world ....
Amen
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BD 5966

received 25.05.1954

Healing the sick ....
Signs and miracles ....
Evidence of faith ....
I know My Own and I know their will, and corresponding to this will I call
them to work for Me and My kingdom. Hence the kind of activi in My
vineyard as well as My servant's nature diﬀer, for everyone carries out the
work which corresponds to his nature .... everyone serves Me in accordance
with his abili , and I accept the service of anyone who is of good will and
strives towards Me. Besides, human hearts are diﬀerent too, thus the ﬁelds
in My vineyard need to be treated in diﬀerent ways and only I can make
this judgment, Who knows the slightest stirring of a human heart which
shall be used for a successful work of redemption.
I Am as recognisable in a storm as in the quiet rustling of a gentle breeze,
the mightiest elements give evidence of Me and the so est breath bears
witness to Me .... I Am always the originator, the source, the foundation ....
Sometimes I Am barely discernible and at other times distinctly apparent
but always recognisable by someone who wants to recognise and try to
ﬁnd Me .... And I always express Myself in accordance with people's needs,
depending on their adversi and their abili to change .... What can result
in a complete change of will in one person may well leave no impression
at all on another, on account of which he will need greater evidence of My
existence, which will then be given to him by My love in order to save him.
But I Am also present where no external signs conﬁrm it .... I Am just as
present in the heart of a person who bestows his love and will on Me, and
I will inﬂuence him gently and quietly, for he will need no obvious proof
of My presence, he is aware of it and feels My nearness so clearly that he
has the heartfelt relationship of a child to the Father and thus already owns
everything he needs for his earthly way of life .... an unshakeable faith in
Me and My love, which enable him to live in accordance with My will.
Where unbelief is so strong that Words alone will not suﬃce I will help
with signs and miracles .... Yet this can also turn into a judgment for people
if they lack the will to change themselves .... But the faith of the sick and
unhappy merely requires an incentive in order to grow so strong that it
will profess Me before the world .... erefore I can reveal Myself in My
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might and glory to the sick and unhappy, for most of the time they have
already been purged by their illness and their souls can recognise Me easier
if I come close to them .... e sick don't deny Me entry to their hearts,
and if My Word is preached to them the eﬀect on them is so powerful that
the strength of My Word already has a beneﬁcial eﬀect, and they will get
healed because they believe.
But unbelievers witnessing it and thereby gaining faith will ﬁrst have to let
it come alive through love .... And then it will depend on their degree of love
how their faith will take eﬀect, but their responsibili will be the greater if
an obvious demonstration of My working will leave them unimpressed, so
that they will have to believe a er their experience but won't change their
way of life as a result of their knowledge .... erefore, don't wish for too
obvious demonstrations of faith, for then you will receive an extraordinary
grace which will also oblige you extraordinarily .... But if they are bestowed
upon you then make use of them and take advantage of this grace in order
to achieve a higher degree .... in order to then also speak on behalf of Me
and My name before the world .... in order to be loyal labourers in My
vineyard, whom I will bless for working for Me and My kingdom ....
Amen

BD 5967

received 28. - 29.5.1954

Hereditary sin ....
Questions, which you would like to have answered, will have to arise in
you time and again, then I can enlighten you as soon as you contact Me
in heartfelt prayer and listen to what I say to you .... by regarding your
emerging thoughts as My reply, if you are not addressed by Me directly
through the voice of the spirit. Your desire and appeal to Me will ensure
your correct thinking .... yet without Me you will not recognise the truth,
without Me your endeavour for enlightenment will be futile, since without
Me you will only have misguided thoughts which the powers from below
will be able to convey to you .... precisely because you evade Me, Who is
the provider of truth .... And thus listen to the following:
As long as you are not perfect you can only receive explanations in a
descriptive manner .... You would never be able to understand the inﬁnite
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profundi of divine wisdom, you would never understand the reasons for
My reign and activi , since your imperfection also means inadequate power
of perception, and thus you are unable to ﬁnd an explanation by virtue of
your intelligence .... but you will be able to receive it in a ﬂash as soon as you
are permeated by the light of My love in the spiritual kingdom. On earth
you will need to receive descriptive clariﬁcation, the processes that took
place in My creation can only be described to you in line with your abili of
comprehension .... And thus the spiritual processes in the hearts of the ﬁrst
people can only be intelligibly explained to you along the lines of earthly
processes which, however, are but a faint comparison .... simply because
you are still weak in spirit yourselves .... You humans are constrained by
laws of nature because total freedom, which you forfeited through your
past apostasy, ﬁrst has to be regained by you during your earthly life ....
For that reason I imposed a limit on the ﬁrst human beings'will because
I ﬁrst wanted them to realise that they were subject to a Power and that
they should voluntarily submit to this Power .... in order to then have their
ﬁnal freedom bestowed onto them. In the past they refused to acknowledge
Me, which was the ﬁrst sin, their opposition to Me from Whom they had
originated .... Only voluntary acknowledgment could cancel this sin again.
And I wanted to obtain this acknowledgment of Myself when I brought
the whole of creation into being. As a result, the ﬁrst human beings were
endowed such that they could in fact recognise Me but were not compelled
to do so .... And therefore free will had to make a choice which, again,
should be tested against `temptation'....
People had to see something they desired, while a prohibition and an
enticement at the same time had to prompt them into a decision of will ....
but, understandably, the enticement had to be linked to a promise, which
they were then supposed to resist .... e prohibition and the enticement
ensued from two sides .... since they involved the return of the fallen
spirits to Me and their stay with My adversary, i.e., My created spirits
achievement of their goal or their fall into the abyss again .... Consequently,
the people had to have the desire within themselves and be oﬀered the
opportuni to satis this desire .... or to overcome it for the sake of a
far higher goal: for eternal bliss with Me, which surpassed this earthly
fulﬁlment of desire a thousand fold. Since regaining the deserted spiritual
beings was a battle between Me and My adversary he also had to have the
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opportuni to inﬂuence these beings'will .... only that he feigned illusive
values and illusive happiness so that people should forfeit true happiness
and a blissful life in eterni .... I knew of this temptation and therefore
gave the ﬁrst people a commandment with a simultaneous warning of
eternal death .... is warning should have suﬃced in stiﬂing every desire
in the people in order not to die .... And My adversary convinced them of
the contrary .... he promised them life .... But they recognised Me as the
supreme Power and yet followed the lie .... and thereby brought death into
the world .... But what was it that made their desire so powerful that they
succumbed to it? ....
ey lived a blissful life in paradise, they were masters over all created
things; everything was subject to their will and they felt happy in full
possession of strength and power. And as long as this love was intended for
Me and the partner there was no danger either that the test of will would
fail.
But My adversary knew how to turn this love in the wrong direction ....
He reversed it into selﬁsh love by making false promises to them and
thus kindling their desire to obtain happiness for themselves ....
eir
love became craving, selﬁsh and low, and thereby they once again handed
themselves over to the power of the one from whom they should and could
have delivered themselves had they valued My commandment more than
their desire.
You humans ought to understand ..... that the time for Me to bless the
ﬁrst human couple had not yet come .... erefore they became sinful ....
for nothing is sinful that ﬁts in with My plan of creation, nothing can
be a sin that happens in lawful order .... and the process of procreation
can never be against the order ordained by God. Yet the satisfaction of
the senses without the will to bring forth life is no act of divine love, but
it is selﬁsh love kindled by My adversary which draws the human being
down and totally submits him to his control .... e ﬁrst human beings had
fallen victim to this wrong love, and this wrong love was the sin, which in
turn related to the original sin of arrogance .... which did not want to give
itself but possess everything, which was the inheritance of its maker .... but
which has nothing in common with divine love ....
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Divine love rests as a spark in your hearts and can ignite itself into brightest
radiance. But My adversary's goal was and is to reverse this love, and he
has succeeded in doing so. What was pure and divine became soiled and
changed into a love of self, which no longer merits the concept of `love'and
can only be called lust, selﬁshness and love of self, and which is also
capable of doing whatever My adversary wants you to do .... And thus the
act of procreation became a means for My adversary to turn countless souls
towards him, which would never have been possible had it taken place with
My blessing .... where the divine love of giving and bestowing happiness
should ﬁnd its culmination in the emergence of a new life .... Hence the
original sin consisted of the abandonment of pure divine love for the sake
of impure selﬁsh love ....
e divine spark in the human being was extinguished through satanic
inﬂuence and replaced by a ﬁre which destroyed everything that was noble
and pure ....
e senses became aroused and were driven into utmost
greed, which in no way corresponded to My act of creation .... yet for the
sake of My adversary's and My created beings'freedom of will it was not
prevented .... since it is still up to the will of each individual person to
resist this temptation by Satan .... e original sin was therefore not the act
of procreation but the voluntarily ignited wrong and sinful love induced
by Satan .... A happiness giving act of creation in the divine sense was
reduced to a game of unclean spirits .... My adversary was permitted to
take part in an act where I Myself wanted to be present in people with
My blessing in order to increase the pure, divine love in them, so that it
should also ﬂow into the then begotten beings. And thus a new human
generation would have arisen which would have found its way back to Me
in increasingly brighter light without suﬀering and pain, which would soon
have liberated itself through love, because it had to recognise Me Myself
where love shines forth .... e ﬁrst human beings could have passed this
test of will .... but since I was struggling with My adversary for the human
souls I could not prevent him from using means which would ensure his
victory. For it involved My created beings'return in completely free will
.... which, however, had failed and resulted in a fate for the whole human
race from which it could not free itself anymore .... Until a human being in
pure divine love achieved the act .... which redeemed all of humani and
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opened the path of ascent again .... For love is victorious and will not rest
until even the last fallen being has found the way back to Me ....
Amen

BD 5972

received 08.06.1954

Apparent calm ....
Exceptional strength ....
e coming of the Lord ....
I want to reward your loyal to Me, which you demonstrate during the
last days before the end, with an exceptional inﬂux of strength so that even
the most diﬃcult situation will seem bearable to you, so that you will be
capable of persevering until I Myself come to fetch you. You will manifestly
experience your Father's love, feel My presence and therefore come to Me
with every problem .... You will remain so closely connected to Me that
you will expect the end fearlessly and certain of victory and only think
in a spiritual way, that is, you will regard all experiences in view of your
spiritual development and, therefore, also understand why everything that
you experience has to happen. en you will see how easy even the most
diﬃcult fate can be if you travel your path with Me .... is is why no-one
need fear the last days if he feels connected to Me, wants to belong to Me
and never excludes Me in every undertaking. World events will run their
course .... calm will seem to have been restored, yet it is only the calm before
the storm which will befall earth when it is least expected. For Satan will
cause havoc amongst the human race and will not rest until he has turned
everything upside down, until he has succeeded in confusing people to
such an extent that they will increasingly turn against each other, that they
will violently confront each other, excel each other in heartlessness and
thereby give him great power which he will truly exploit in a frightening
manner. And My Own will be particularly attacked by him, because he will
incite people into persecuting you for the sake of your faith .... is will
alarm and frighten My Own, yet as soon as they merely remember Me they
will receive the necessary strength and go into battle, for they will know
that they are ﬁghting for Me but that I lead the way as their commanderin-chief, that they are ﬁghting on My side and that they cannot lose the
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battle even if they are far outnumbered by the enemy. Anyone who wants
to remain faithful to Me will also be able to do so, for I will not abandon
him and he will truly not come away emp -handed if he appeals to Me for
strength and support; for if a person's will belongs to Me he is already My
Own, and I will never let him fall into My adversary's clutches again. You
humans can safely count on a diﬃcult time ahead of you which will require
all your strength .... Yet you will not be le without warning, time and
again you will be informed from above and when you see how everything
I foretold you comes true you can already draw strength from it .... Your
faith will grow increasingly stronger and thus you will also conﬁdently
expect My coming .... and truly not in vain, for once the earthly adversi
threatens to become unbearable I will snatch you from your enemies'hands
and take you away .... ey will not gain victory over you, for I will bind
My adversary and all those who are enslaved by him .... as it is proclaimed
in Word and Scripture ....
Amen

BD 5976

received 15.06.1954

Proclaim My Word to the world ....
(17th anniversary of receiving the Word)
us I spoke to My disciples and ﬁlled them with My spirit so that they
could proclaim Me and My teaching because they constantly heard My
Word within themselves and then became living heralds of the divine
kingdom .... ey could never have accomplished this task had they not
been in contact with Me through My spirit whose voice they listened
to and whose guidance they followed. By the Word they knew Me and
were conscious of My presence .... And if I now, in the last days, want
My Gospel to be proclaimed to people, it again has to happen such that
I choose disciples for Myself who are also able to hear My voice, who
therefore allow My presence within themselves and let Me speak to them
through the spirit. erefore, it is not My disciples speaking to the people
to whom they bring the Gospel but I Myself address My earthly children
with My Fatherly love to bring them salvation, encouraging them to turn
back before the end because they are not on the right path and are losing
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their way again into the abyss. Human words would not achieve this .... My
Word, however, can penetrate and cause enormous upheaval in a human
heart because My Word has an incredible eﬀect if it is not openly resisted.
Where it is possible to speak to a human being Myself .... if only by way
of My chosen instrument .... there is also hope for success, because this,
too, requires a loving person, a mediator .... whose love overcomes the
opposition .... just as I can only speak through such a person because his
love permits My presence. My ﬁrst disciples were ﬁlled with love for their
fellow human beings, and similarly I shall choose the right disciples for
Myself in the last days because it is necessary that My voice shall call to
earth as a last reminder and warning. I want to proclaim My Gospel to
humani once more to save them before the Last Judgment .... to bring
them salvation ....
And thus speaks the Word that is God Himself .... because I Myself Am the
Word .... And when you hear My Word, I Am with you Myself. You don't
hear a human being, you hear the Spirit of Eterni Who, in His power
and love, called you into being and Who will always be connected to you
through His Word .... And you should want to belong to this eternal spirit
of love, for this reason He constantly appeals to you with His Word that
you should listen to Him, recognise Him and completely give yourselves
to Him. He wants to give you, whom He created in His love, unlimited
happiness which you can only endure if you become light and strength
yourselves .... which My Word should therefore achieve for you .... And
wherever a loving heart allows Me to enter I will speak to you always and
everywhere .... where My spirit is not rejected when it wants to express
itself .... there will also be the Spirit of Eterni , Whose love includes all His
living creations since the beginning ....
Amen
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received 15.06.1954

Important mission ....
Spreading the Gospel ....
Your mission is so important because My teaching shall be preached in all
puri , for that which I once gave to people did not remain pure but became
progressively spoilt so that it no longer contains the strength which can be
found in My pure Word. But people urgently need this strength ﬂowing to
them from My Word .... they are weak and incapable of developing further
and I can only give them strength by having My Word imparted to them ....
as unspoilt and pure as it originates from Me. Only this Word is capable of
giving them strength, only this Word is the right kind of nourishment for
the souls which enables them to mature fully, which gives them strength.
is is why no-one can attain eternal life without My Word, and therefore
I convey it to people in a way which seems unusual and yet is an entirely
natural process .... by speaking through a human mouth Myself, I Am
speaking to all people and thus the absolute puri of My Word aﬀects the
ears and hearts of those who willingly listen to it .... Indeed, you only hear
one person speak yet they are not his Words, it is not his doctrine which
he oﬀers to you .... it is really and truly the emanation of My love which
you may take hold of because it is I Myself Who speaks to you .... It is I, of
Whom it is written `Behold, I stand at the door and knock .... if any man
hear My voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with
him, and he with Me ....'I want to give you the bread of heaven, I want to
revive and refresh you with nourishment which your soul is in urgent need
of ....
I want to strengthen you and bring salvation to your soul .... It want to
provide it with what it needs in order to become blissfully happy. ere is
immense hardship on earth; it is a drought which leaves the souls without
sustenance, so that they starve and in their utterly weakened state are
unable to li themselves oﬀ the ground .... And I know of this hardship
and want to help people. From My hand they shall receive the invigorating
nourishment, I Myself want to entice them to the font where they can
draw the delectable water of life and thus gain renewed strength .... and all
adversi shall have ceased for the one who accepts what I oﬀer to him: My
Word from above, which I impart to those of you who want to be of service
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to Me, which shall be passed on through you to people in order to help them
.... My Word, which is only eﬀective if it can touch the heart in its pure form
and without being spoilt and which thus shall be spread anew throughout
the world by disciples I choose Myself .... For the hardship is immense and
My love wants to help .... it wants to heal the sick and strengthen the weak;
it wants to give life to those who are dead and therefore convey the ﬂow of
life into barren land .... In the last hour My love still wants to wrest from
death the souls which cannot resist it and through My Word make them
blissfully happy ....
Amen

BD 5982

received 22.06.1954

Change of the true Gospel ....
Followers? ....
You are being taught the pure Gospel and are learning to recognise the
diﬀerence between My pure Gospel and that which is now taught on earth
as My Word .... You are learning to recognise that My Word has been
changed to the extent that it is interpreted and consequently observed
diﬀerently .... that far too little attention is given to what is essential whilst
the unessential is emphasised, and thus little spiritual progress will be
achieved. I have shown people on earth the only feasible path by teaching
and exempli ing My teaching Myself, by walking the path which all people
should walk in order to reach Me .... It is the path of love, only by taking it
will the human being be guaranteed the kingdom of heaven, that is, a er
his physical death he will be able to enter the spheres of light where the soul
will blissfully exist close to Me .... My teaching has become a deviation ....
it can only still be found hidden in a structure of human additions, wrong
interpretations and the observance of unimportant commandments, which
were never given by Me to people but which present the great danger that
the only essential commandment will be disregarded and thus not acted
upon.
It is of no use to you humans when you castigate yourselves, when you
perform du bound actions or confess Me with your mouth if you do not
recognise the commandment of love ﬁrst and foremost and act accordingly
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.... You believe that you worship Me with your countless ceremonies, and
yet you can only worship Me by doing what I ask of you .... And I ask of you
to love Me and your fellow human being .... As long as you ﬁnd that you
lack love when you honestly look at yourselves, you are not yet on the right
path, even if you go down on your knees daily and hourly and beat your
chest .... is is demanded by people and only serves people too, whom
you want to convince of your pie ....
Yet you are still far removed from true pie as long as you do not accept
your fellow human beings with love, which also demonstrates your love
for Me .... as long as you let your fellow human beings next to you live in
utmost hardship and distress, as long as you do not attempt to help them
ﬁrst before you ﬂatter yourselves with outward gestures .... before you pay
homage to the world through mundane pomp, through everything that
you call `in honour of Me'. I do not want to be worshipped this way while
there is still hardship crying out for Me, which you humans could certainly
ease if you etched My commandments of love into your hearts .... As long
as I lived on earth I cared for the needy, the poor, the sick and the oppressed
.... You, who claim to be My followers on earth .... what are you doing for
these needy, poor, sick and oppressed people? As long as you can help but
won't, you are not My true followers even if you call yourselves such.
I only value the fulﬁlment of My commandments of love, since everything
else .... profound faith, recognition of pure truth, uniﬁcation with Me and,
ﬁnally, eternal bliss .... are the results of love and can never be gained
without love. It is already evident from this as to why there is such great
spiritual hardship on earth, why people are without faith and live in error
.... My pure teaching is the teaching of love, which I taught on earth. e
moment this is taught as well as practised you humans will live in truth and
will have started on the path which follows Jesus .... However, if you ignore
these commandments you could outdo each other with external deeds ....
you will not achieve any progress for your soul .... you will continue to live
in error and take this into the spiritual kingdom, since I only value the
degree of love attained by your soul until the time of your death ....
Amen
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received 23.06.1954

Last Judgment is an act of divine love ....
e Last Judgment also has to be considered an expression of God's love,
for this, too, is based on the continued development of souls which had
failed their last test of earthly life and which have to be placed into a new
developing process in order to reach the ﬁnal goal one day. Hence the
Last Judgment is, in a manner of speaking, a ﬁnalising rearrangement of
what had become disorderly .... it is for judging and integrating it into the
various forms which correspond to the soul's degree of maturi .... it is
the conclusion of one developmental period and the beginning of a new
one in line with My plan of eterni which is based on profound wisdom
and love. Even a judging God remains a God of love, because My justice
is only able to take eﬀect as My love deems beneﬁcial for the soul and
yet compensates the wrong thoughts and conduct of people who become
subject to this judgment. Even the greatest sin will somehow have to be
atoned if it hasn't been handed over to the One Who oﬀered Himself as a
sacriﬁce of atonement .... A balance has to be created in order to diminish
this great guilt, and precisely this balance is guaranteed by the Judgment ....
by placing the soul, having become sinful, into a situation where it has to
reduce this guilt, since it had not voluntarily accepted the gi of atonement
....
e Last Judgment is by no means an act of divine wrath but just an act
of love which also expresses My justice .... since this cannot be excluded
from a supremely perfect Being. I could certainly let each person feel
My righteousness separately, I could more or less punish every sinner
immediately .... but this would not correspond to My wisdom, and in that
case My love would hardly be recognisable. For I Am exceptionally longsuﬀering and patient and postpone a judgment, like the one at the end
of a developmental period, for as long as possible, in order to still gain
people for Myself beforehand .... And I place My protective hand over the
unrighteous and wicked, because I wish to defeat them with My love and
not be feared by them as a punishing God .... But once the point in time has
arrived when I restore order, because there is no further hope of a voluntary
return to Me, My love seemingly has to withdraw and yet, it alone is the
driving force ....
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My love brings a satanic situation to an end and prevents further destructive
activi by My adversary .... I rescue souls from falling into the deepest abyss
.... I constrain them within solid matter again and thus place them into the
developmental process once more .... a judgment which yet again only
intends Salvation and not everlasting death .... and which therefore indeed
even more demonstrates My love for everything I have created .... for
everything that is dead and shall attain eternal life ....
Amen

BD 6000

received 13.07.1954

Resurrection of the ﬂesh ....
e will for truth guarantees correct thinking and correct understanding
.... You, who want truth, will receive the purest truth, you need not fear any
error and thus will always be blessed if you want to spread the truth. Let
Me know what you cannot understand as yet .... what gives rise to doubt
.... and I will teach and enlighten you ....
e doctrine of the resurrection of the ﬂesh .... as you humans would dearly
like to understand it .... becomes untenable as soon as you have penetrated
spiritual knowledge to some extent, as soon as you have come closer to the
truth and tried to explain the meaning of My Words in a spiritual sense.
What I said is eternal, unchangeable truth ..... but the meaning you try to
read into it is truly not in My Word .... But every person will be able to grasp
the spiritual meaning of My Words if only he sincerely strives for truth.
Anyone who prays to Me Myself for understanding, who tries to penetrate
the truth, will soon plainly and clearly realise the spiritual meaning of the
Word, and he will not get stuck to the letter .... `Resurrection of the ﬂesh
....' ese words mean the same to you humans as `life a er death'....
To you, the word `life'has the same meaning as `to live in the ﬂesh'as long
as your spirit is not yet awakened, as long as the real meaning of `life'is
still unknown to you. People who do not believe in a continuation of life
believe that their existence ends with their physical death. Being in their
physical body means `life'to them. However, they know that they will lose
this shell through death but they do not believe in a trini of body, soul
and spirit .... Only the body exists for them, the `ﬂesh', and once this has
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died the expression `life'is over for them. Resurrection of the ﬂesh signiﬁes
the resurrection of the body to them. ey only associate this with their
physical body, and it is a diﬃcult doctrine .... the `resurrection of the ﬂesh',
which people are expected to believe ....
Nevertheless, it can be a blessing if, due to this teaching, the human being
believes in resurrection .... in life a er death. As a result of this belief he
will also change his nature and this change can result in an awakening, in
an illumination by My spirit .... And then he will also understand the Word
`resurrection of the ﬂesh ....' en he will comprehend its spiritual meaning
.... Resurrection means: to awaken from death into life .... to arise from a
state of sleep .... to step out of darkness into light .... And thus, for the ﬁrst
time, everything that was concealed by the darkness of night will come into
light .... It will arise and reveal itself .... it will come alive in order to bear
witness .... In the state of death nothing happens that could be declared.
However, what happened in life, in the state when you lived on earth in the
ﬂesh, now becomes evident, it reveals itself, it arises to give evidence for or
against you .... And not, that the physical body of ﬂesh rises again from the
dust in order to shroud you once more for a new life. For this body of ﬂesh
is just a transient shell for the immortal soul, which cannot die but it can
be spiritually dead on its departure from earth. Nevertheless, it can still
awaken to life in the spiritual realm .... thus still rise from the dead even
there .... if it ﬁnds its way to Jesus Christ, Who will then give it `life'....
Even Jesus became ﬂesh when He came to earth, and even this ﬂesh had to
suﬀer earthly death. Jesus rose from the dead to conﬁrm to you that your
life will not end with the death of your body, that your soul, too, can arise
to eternal life .... but to conﬁrm the truth of His Words He let His body rise
from the dead too .... and yet, it was not a resurrection of the ﬂesh, for His
body had spiritualised itself. e soul had donned the garment of the spirit
and withdrawn all spiritual substances from the earthly body since, due to
His life and death, it had already become completely spiritualised .... us
the body's physical substances, which are essentially spiritual substances
too, had already achieved their ﬁnal objective on earth and thus could join
the soul and .... because it had been Jesus'will .... also become visible to His
disciples in order to strengthen their faith. And since a perfect spirit is not
earthbound, Jesus could rise into spiritual spheres .... when He ascended
to heaven ....
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You humans, too, will have a body a er your resurrection .... a spiritual
garment, and this will be in accordance with your ﬂesh, for `you will reap
what you have sown ....'If you have sinned in the ﬂesh, the garment of
your soul will give it away. If you have done good works out of love, you
will be radiant and thus recognisable too. Yet your soul will never again
put on the heavy earthly garment, which was its abode during the short
earthly time in order to be able to survive in the material world .... Anyone
who knows the meaning and purpose of the material creation, who knows
about the fallen spirits'development through this creation for the purpose
of ascending to Me, will not need such explanations, but he needs to be
able to refute a doctrine which is absurd due to wrong interpretation ....
But if you absolutely want to speak about the resurrection of the `ﬂesh', let
the explanation suﬃce you that My Word will rise again to bear witness
for or against you .... I Am the Word that was made ﬂesh .... and I approach
every human being in the Word .... And when the last day has come, when
every one of you will have to be judged, My Word itself will judge you ....
you, who received My Word and considered it in accordance with your will
.... e ﬂesh will rise again .... because it was oﬀered to you as nourishment,
you were meant to `eat My ﬂesh'and `drink My blood', you were meant to
accept My Word eagerly and let it strengthen you ....
And you will have to justi yourselves before Me how you have used My
gi of love. is explanation also corresponds to the truth, and it should
encourage you to use your life in the ﬂesh on this earth by accepting His
food and drink, Who is the eternal Word that became `ﬂesh'for your sake
....
You will ﬁnd wisdom shining forth from every explanation, even if you
humans have not yet penetrated into spiritual knowledge. And if your spirit
is awake, you will readily accept every one of My explanations, for they will
satis you, whereas the wrong interpretation of My Word will only stir a
will of resistance in you and must do so, because this wrong interpretation
stems from My adversary whose aim it is to confuse a person's thoughts,
to divert him from the truth and to remove any belief in life a er death.
A wrong interpretation such as this also proves the spiritually low level of
people, and also of those who bring My Word to them even though they
have not yet penetrated the meaning of My Words themselves .... e letter
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kills .... only the spirit gives life .... And all of you should ask for this spirit,
you should pray for enlightened thinking and strive for pure truth, and
your prayer will certainly not go unheeded ....
Amen

BD 6005

received 19.07.1954

Arbitrarily taking one's own life ....
You humans are granted a certain length of time for your ﬁnal deliverance
from bondage .... for the ultimate release from the form .... Yet the duration
of this time varies such as I had recognised to be good for your soul. Your
earthly life is not ﬁnished by Me arbitrarily, yet I know the maturi of every
person's soul and thus I also know the risk of a decline or the possibili of
further progress on earth.
And My love and mercy also ends a human life prematurely in order to
prevent the soul from regressing .... or I can see the possibili of a change in
the last hour and therefore prolong the natural life, always in wise counsel,
for everything that serves the beneﬁt of the soul is known to Me .... And
now you will understand that your own ending of the body's life is a serious
oﬀence, that you commit a sin, that you act in advance of My love and
mercy and don't utilise the opportunities which were oﬀered to your soul
to reach perfection ....
You interfere with My plan of Salvation and cause such damage to your
soul which one day will trigger immense remorse and self-reproaches in
you, yet which no longer can be put right in the kingdom of the beyond,
for the advantages you should and are able to utilise on earth can never be
oﬀered to you in the kingdom of the beyond again. You have irretrievably
forfeited something, even if you still succeed in improving the state of your
soul by then striving to ascend ....
Yet there is a great danger that the soul will descend .... that it will rebel, just
as arbitrarily taking its own life was a rebellion, and that it will continue to
stay in opposition. Such souls require a lot of help as not to be lost for an
inﬁnitely long time, yet they, too, only get what they want.
I will truly help everyone, even in utmost adversi , which is instantly
lessened when the person just thinks of Me, when he just calls upon Me for
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help .... And adversi is, a er all, only a means of directing your thoughts
towards Me, so that you then will also be able to gain success from your
earthly life .... Adversi will not befall a person without reason, for his soul
is in danger from which it shall escape by means of this adversi . And the
more its stance hardens against Me the more it is at risk, in order to ﬁnally
de My will and throw away the life which it was granted by My love and
grace for its ﬁnal redemption. For the embodiment as a human being is a
grace for the soul .... a gi of My love .... it is the last step towards ascent
which it is allowed to take in order to become eternally free and blissfully
happy .... e soul has almost reached its goal and is therefore responsible
for its actions if it does not utilise this gi of grace but throws it away in
blindness of thought.
Every movement of a human heart is known to Me and I truly judge
righteously .... I take the weaknesses of My living creations into account
yet it is not without their own fault, and the human being's free will
incriminates him if it was wrongly orientated, thus was abused. e human
being is unable to end his adversi by his intervention, he will have to
continue suﬀering because of it, he will not be able to escape his distress,
and that is why the soul will suﬀer inexpressibly in the kingdom of the
beyond .... until it can master it in the same way as it should have done on
earth .... until it takes refuge in the One Who is Lord over suﬀering and
adversi , because He is the victor over sin and death ....
Amen

BD 6010

received 28.07.1954

e church of Christ ....
e congregation of Jesus Christ is made up by all believers who see in
Jesus Christ their Redeemer, who believe in Him as the Son of God, Who
descended to earth in order to oﬀer the sacriﬁce of atonement as a human
being for the whole of the human race .... and therefore want to follow
Him .... e `church of Christ', which He Himself founded on earth, has
to be understood to be all profound believers; all, who seriously strive to
be active Christians; all, who are not just Christians observing formalities;
all, who have a living faith and consciously place themselves under the
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cross of Christ .... Jesus Christ must be acknowledged by the members
of His church, and from this acknowledgment arises their du to live in
accordance with His teaching .... thus to consciously live a life of love,
as He Himself exempliﬁed to people and requested with His call `Come
and follow Me ....'Anyone who complies with this call and acknowledges
Him also belongs to the congregation which is described as the `church of
Christ'.... is is the invisible church which nevertheless can be and indeed
is represented in every denomination because there are people everywhere
who believe with heartfelt love in Jesus Christ, who are also absorbed by
love for their fellow human beings .... who can be called true Christians,
because they demonstrate by their way of life their aﬃliation to Him, Who
crowned His activi of love with His death on the cross.
Hence this congregation exists wherever true Christians reside .... for
they all belong in the church of Christ, and wherever two or three such
Christians come together in His name He will be in the midst of them, the
founder of the church of Christ, and will permeate them with His spirit ....
Consequently their thoughts and words will also be right and even more
relevant than the word of a preacher who is as yet not a living representative
of the divine doctrine of love, whose words are not yet revealing his inner
life, the spirit, which is the characteristic of the members of the church of
Christ .... And this spirit will always express itself by plainly and clearly
preaching and interpreting the Word of God .... which can also quite
naturally take place in the smallest circle as a simple conversation wherever
members of the church of Christ are together. For nothing of an external
nature will conﬁrm this membership except the individual person's spirit of
love who strives towards Jesus Christ with a living faith in Him as the Son
of God and Redeemer of the world, in Whose human shell God embodied
Himself in order to redeem humani from sin and death ....
Amen
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BD 6012

received 30.07.1954

Silent prayer ....
Public confession ....
Let those who worship Me do so in spirit and in truth .... Only what
comes from the very bottom of your heart is pleasing to Me and will also
reach My ear .... Hence, I only look into a person's heart and disregard
the words spoken by the mouth if the heart is not involved. If you are
able to completely withdraw from the world in order to enter into heartfelt
dialogue with Me, then you are already praising Me without words through
your willingness to make contact with Me, then you are sending Me in
thoughts a silent prayer, a true worship, which will be a great blessing for
your soul, for the connection with Me lets you gain strength and grace
which is experienced by the soul as help for its maturing. is sincere
form of prayer is the true prayer which is pleasing to Me, for then you
have voluntarily approached Me so closely that the strength of My love
can touch you, drawing you ever more aﬀectionately towards Me. If you
want to speak to Me then the spoken word is truly unnecessary, for this
can easily intend to hide or pretend something, which I certainly recognise
but which need not be evident to another person who allows himself to be
easily deceived and then will use the same form of prayer himself ....
Step into your closet if you want to pray .... Withdraw into complete silence,
you will be able to ﬁnd Me there far easier and communicate with Me like
a child with its father .... And you will tell Me everything without fear and
in childlike trust .... And your requests will be granted to you because then
your prayers will reach My ear .... For I have promised you this with the
Words `Come unto Me all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will
give you rest'.... us I will keep My promise with anyone who comes to
Me, and this more evidently so the more trustingly he approaches Me, the
more intimately he unites with Me and entrusts himself to Me in silent
conversation. e spoken language is intended for your communication
amongst yourselves .... But I don't need words for I know everything, I look
into your heart and read your thoughts, and thus you cannot deceive Me no
matter how beautiful your words are .... just as no words are needed if you
want to exalt and praise Me .... because a silent expression of thankfulness,
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a humble call upon Me, a life a er My will, a faith made alive through love
will truly please Me and include praise and thanks as well.
Yet you shall confess Me to your fellow human beings with your mouth
.... Where it concerns your attitude towards the faith you shall confess
Me freely and openly and not fear the consequences of your courage of
conviction .... For this confession shall in turn be an incentive for your
fellow human beings whose faith is still weak, and at the same time it
demonstrates that you support the truth, that you don't want to give an
outward impression which does not concur with your inner thinking, with
your conviction. You shall always be true and put Me and My name above
all else if this confession is demanded of you ....
But whatever you want to tell Me Myself can be presented to Me by you
silently and in secret, for I want to hear the voice of your heart and not
just words spoken by the mouth without the involvement of the heart. And
such prayers are tremendously powerful if they are sent to Me in unison
.... if people come together imploring Me to grant a particular request .... if
they all appeal for the same, if they send the same plea to Me, and even if
it is just a short call .... I will hear it and grant it if they pray to Me in spirit
and in truth ....
Amen

BD 6013a

received 31.07.1954

Various gi s of the spirit ....
e spirit of God manifests itself in various ways, since its working depends
on a person's abili , on his spiritual maturi .... and it also depends on
his disposition which spiritual gi will be given to him. e receiving of
a spiritual gi always presupposes that you are shaped by love, thus a
voluntary total transformation of the being. God's spirit can only ﬂow into
a suitable vessel .... a vessel, which thus has been prepared for the reception
of the divine ray of love through unselﬁsh deeds of love .... Anyone who
has not yet achieved this transformation into love cannot expect a gi of
the spirit. Consequently, the gi s of the spirit are always merely the result
of a loving way of life and never arbitrarily granted gi s .... ey have to
be `endeavoured', which anyone could do but which is rarely done. e
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way God's spirit takes eﬀect depends on the task given to a person who
was shadowed by God's spirit during his earthly life, which God's wisdom
certainly recognised to be beneﬁcial for humani but nevertheless requires
the human being's free will. God truly knows who wants to serve him and
how that person shapes himself, He will therefore place him where he is
able to work most eﬀectively ....
People in the last days have to be shaken up since their thinking will become
completely superﬁcial, thus they will need to be extraordinarily impressed
in order to disturb their contentment. But even unusual phenomena have a
completely natural explanation, yet what appears to be natural to one person is inconceivable to another because he is spiritually blind. Hence these
`spiritually blind'people will be confronted by someone with `vision'who
can detach himself from his earthly tie and, as you might say, be li ed into
the spiritual realm, and who returns from this spiritual realm to earth with
a gi which cannot be gained in an earthly way ....He will work with powers
which enable him to achieve the seemingly impossible .... by way of the
Word he will be able to heal the sick or see the future clairvoyantly, he will
possess profound wisdom and thus will also be able to inform his fellow
human beings .... or he will know what is otherwise concealed from people
.... He will be able to speak foreign languages .... the working of the divine
spirit will clearly manifest itself .... but only in order to gain people's souls
for the spiritual kingdom, because the spirit of God only aﬀects people
spiritually and does not promote earthly interests. Hence the holder of a
spiritual gi will always be a labourer in the vineyard of the Lord ....
As a result of this gi he will be God's representative on earth who wants
to establish and increase His kingdom and has made it his task in life.
God's spirit will only manifest itself noticeably to other people through
His willing servants, although every person can be permeated by His spirit
and thus is also able to understand clearly and precisely and be qualiﬁed to
pass his knowledge on to other people. Nevertheless, people only receive
in accordance with their will, and a prerequisite for receiving an obvious
gi of spirit is their willingness to work for God and His kingdom. For God
wants to reveal Himself through people to all of humani . God wants to
be recognised in His working, hence a person has to act as an intermediary
as long as God cannot approach people Himself, as long as unbelief and
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spiritual blindness make this utterly impossible. It follows that God reveals
Himself through His spirit, which manifests itself through a human being,
in order to guide people into faith, to enlighten them, to make them see
the light shining from above onto people .... in order to let them know
the purpose of their earthly life and to illuminate the path to the goal ....
All spiritual gi s only serve to inﬂuence people's souls in the divine sense.
en powers will be released in a person which clearly testi of a divine
inﬂux .... the inﬂux of strength that originates from God .... the strength of
divine spirit ....
Amen

BD 6013b

received 01.08.1954

Speaking in tongues ....
Warning against wrong spirit ....
And then the human being will accomplish things which seem unnatural
to other people, which far exceed a human being's natural abili .... He
will know about things which are usually hidden to people, he will be able
to clari matters convincingly and comprehensibly to his fellow human
beings, which a person cannot ascertain with his intellect alone .... he will
be able to enter regions which are inaccessible to others .... He will have the
strength to cure the sick, to perform miracles or even be able to see the future
clairvoyantly, abilities will become evident which he never developed in
himself .... he will speak and also understand foreign languages when it
is necessary and beneﬁcial for other peoples'spiritual development .... He
will be inﬂuenced by divine strength in every way .... but will generally
only have one of these gi s, since the requirements vary for each spiritual
gi and all requirements are rarely found in one person. But each spiritual
gi has to fulﬁl its purpose, i.e. it has to be possible to derive a beneﬁt from
each one .... e gi of healing the sick, apart from physical recovery, will
undoubtedly also contribute towards the souls'recovery, since people learn
to believe in the power of the spirit, which is activated by the healer's as well
as the sick person's ﬁrm faith. Predictions of future events, too, can motivate
people to change their way of life, to do penance and return to God, because
these predictions only ever relate to the earthly consequences of people's
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spiritually low level .... Proclaiming the truth through the divine spirit also
contributes towards the awakening of faith and a change of lifes le, and
again, should be regarded as a purely spiritual factor of utmost importance.
Only what contributes towards achieving spiritual beneﬁt can be described
as the working of the spirit, because whatever originates from God can't be
anything but illuminating .... It has to bring light and reveal the ambiguous,
it cannot emanate even more darkness than is already amongst humani
....
However, God's spirit can also aﬀect a person in order to remove his state of
darkness, to kindle a light in the person's heart .... to reveal the soul's layers,
so that the soul rejoices and cheers and praises its God and Father, Who
bestowed it with enlightenment. is inﬂuence applies more to the soul
than the person's intellect, hence the spiritual gi need not be perceptible
to people, but it occasionally aﬀects the outer person so intensely that he
tries to express himself with incomprehensible words .... People call this
process `speaking in tongues', but it always just aﬀects the human being
himself .... it is a gi of the spirit which almost every spiritually awakened
person can call his own but only in rare cases is it so intense that other
people notice a change. For every spiritually awakened person feels the
contact his soul experienced such that his soul raises itself to God praising
and thanking Him, that it gives itself to Him and ﬁnds inner peace and
beatitude .... en his inner ego communicates with God in thought, then
he will constantly talk with God without words .....
Everyone should endeavour to gain this spiritual gi for themselves in order
to speak to his fellow human beings on behalf of God and His kingdom, in
order to accomplish the redemption work himself as His co-worker, which
is blessed. But beware of the wrong spirit, because this, too, makes itself
perceptible wherever it can slip in, where pride, self-satisfaction and need
for recognition still prevail, thereby oﬀering this spirit the opportuni to
express itself in a manner that seems equally unusual. But instead of light it
only leaves confusion and agitation .... caused by conditions which are oﬀputting to serious fellow human beings and only result in joy and approval
in those who belong to this spirit themselves. erefore: Do not believe
every spirit .... and scrutinise it by taking notice of the gleam of light, of its
intensi of light .... Because God is light .... what comes forth from God
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is light .... and therefore divine gi s of spirit categorically have to leave an
eﬀect of radiant light, otherwise they are Satan's works of deception, which
he will particularly use during the last days with the intention of dazzling
people's eyes as well as their souls in order to plunge them into even greater
darkness and render them unable to recognise the true light ....
Amen

BD 6015

received 04.08.1954

Everything serves to attain perfection ....
Regardless of what confronts you in life it will serve you to attain spiritual
perfection .... Yet it is up to you yourselves as to whether you also make
use of all encounters. e correct attitude towards all happenings concerning yourselves and your surroundings will further your development ....
whereas the wrong attitude will bring it to a halt .... e right attitude,
however, consists of the fact that you look for the bond with your eternal
Father, or strengthen it if you already have found it. en everything will be
a blessing for you, even the greatest sorrow .... Spiritual advancement can
only ever be possible through overcoming, ﬁghting or humbly submitting
to it if it is not possible to surmount it .... And My strength must always
be requested for this because you are not strong enough on your own. e
request for My strength requires your contact with Me and will also assure
your spiritual progress. I always truly endeavour to draw you towards Me,
to turn your thoughts to Me, and if you won't do so of your own accord
when you are urged by your heart to seek Me then I will have to aﬀect you
such that adversi must encourage you to come to Me .... or .... if you are
volitionally already My Own .... I want you to hold on to Me ever more
sincerely, in that case your adversities will come upon you so that you will
join Me ever more closely. e connection with Me guarantees your soul's
ever-increasing spiritualisation, for wherever I Am present everything else
is excluded .... where My presence is longed for there is no more room for
earthly desire.
And this is all I want to achieve when I allow you to get into diﬃculties, to
endure suﬀering and feel weak and without strength. e Giver of strength
is always at your disposal, yet My strength can only ﬂow into you if it ﬁnds
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a receptive vessel, which your will must thus open itself. is is why you
need not fear earthly hardship, for you can resolve it yourselves with My
strength, which is more than amply available to you .... Surrender to your
destiny and know that I stand above it all, Who can change everything
in an instant. What today still weighs you down can tomorrow bring you
joy .... if you entrust yourselves to Me, if you unite yourselves in prayer
with Me and thus the spiritual purpose of every adversi will have been
achieved .... by having come one step closer to Me again, Who wants to be
aspired to by all My children so that the strength of My love can permeate
them and they can safely proceed to ascend ....
Amen

BD 6017

received 06.08.1954

Compassion ....
You expect compassion from Me and should therefore also grant it those
who ask you for it .... You should consider that you are all sinful and
that My mercy and compassion protects you from the fate of going astray
forever .... Consider, that My death on the cross was an act of compassion of
immense proportion, for I took pi upon your adversi which was caused
by your own fault .... I took pi on your weakness and your darkness even
though they were the just consequences of your sins .... My love for you was
greater than My righteousness, My love accomplished an act of profound
mercy .... it took upon itself your guilt of sin and atoned for it. Hence, you,
too, should practise mercy, you, too, should overlook your fellow human
being's fault and only see the immense hardship he got into and help him
to rise above it again, always remembering that you, too, experienced My
mercy or have to lay claim to it if you want to attain forgiveness for your
sins .... Your love must be so great that you dispose of all guilt in order
to help your brother. Your compassion should start where justice would
like to come to the fore .... because all of you, without exception, need
My mercy in order to be redeemed from your guilt. An act of compassion
is the evidence of genuine neighbourly love, it is proof of a gentle and
sympathetic heart which may always count on receiving mercy from Me
as well, for wherever I detect pure and unselﬁsh love My love is always
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willing to help.
erefore, don't harden your hearts even if a rejection
seems to be justiﬁed .... Practise mercy and act as you would act towards
a fellow human being who innocently incurred destitution .... Grant him
love and be willing to help him in every way. Try to ease his fate and know
that you thereby awaken love in return and can achieve far more .... that,
spiritually, you do him a favour too; for his soul will sense your love and
feel urged to respond to it .... And where love is kindled, there is also hope
for redemption ....
Amen

BD 6019

received 10.08.1954

Concept of eterni ....
Perfection ....
Inﬁnitely long periods of time have passed in which My creative will has
been active in order to guide the estranged spirits back to Me .... Inﬁnitely
many creations have thus emerged which were intended to make this return
possible, and countless souls have reached their goal to dwell with Me in
the light again .... Yet far longer periods of time will be necessary until all
spirits have travelled the path back to Me. For innumerable beings came
forth from Me and once strayed from Me of their own free will.
ese are eternities, periods of time the duration of which is inconceivable
to you humans, and therefore the word `eternal'can indeed be applied
without being a wrong concept for you, even if one day the point in time
will arrive when the set time for every period comes to an end .... For
even the longest period of time is just like a moment for Me, but inﬁnitely
long for all living creations in the state of imperfection .... In the state of
imperfection .... And now you will understand that a limit of time only ever
exists in the state of imperfection .... whereas perfection does not know any
limitation, that the concept of time can no longer be applied to everything
perfect, and thus it is irrelevant to Me Myself when the complete return
to Me will be accomplished. Yet for you, My living creations, who became
imperfect of your own fault, it is of utmost importance how long you will
remain in a condition which is agonising for you and the duration of which
will consequently be shortened or prolonged by yourselves.
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e deeper you are entrenched in sin, the further away you are as yet
from perfection, the more the concept of time and space will frighten you,
precisely because it is incomprehensible to you and yet it cannot be denied
.... because your lifetime on earth is strictly limited and yet inﬁnite ages in
the past as well as inﬁnite ages of the future have become a certain for
you .... e latter is even your ﬁrm conviction, so that you do not consider
it possible for an era to end. Your conviction is in so far justiﬁed as that
there is no such thing as an `end', that the spirit will always and forever
exist, but this alone is `real'.... only the unreal things will vanish, which
are only the means of return to Me .... And the human being all too o en
counts himself as the unreal, as what is not permanent, which passes by like
time .... because he ignores the soul within himself which is not subject to
limitation and which can never cease to exist .... but which is able to suﬀer
eternal torments because it requires eternities to become perfect and then
it will also be able to be inﬁnitely happy in utmost freedom, independently
from time and space .... because it will stay with Me again, Who is without
beginning and end and everywhere, Who exists from eterni to eterni
....
Amen

BD 6022

received 13.08.1954

In the Father's house are many mansions ....
In the Father's house are many mansions .... e mansions I have prepared
for all souls correspond to their maturi at the time of their earthly departure. Accordingly they are very diﬀerent and are abodes for the souls for as
long as they are content with them, although they can be changed, which
is the soul's own responsibili .
e soul's surrounding in the spiritual
kingdom depends on its character at the time of its physical death .... radiant, bright, oﬀering the spiritual eye a magniﬁcent vision of breathtaking
harmony which ﬁlls it with happiness beyond description .... or bleak and
cold, squalid and disturbing, turbulent, dreary and depressing, causing the
soul unhappiness and wishing itself to leave this environment. And yet
it can only be oﬀered what it had acquired for itself on earth, it cannot
be moved into blissful realms to which it had never aspired nor can it be
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given light because this would consume the soul due to its immature state.
Nevertheless, every soul has the option whether it wants to improve its
environment.
And to awaken this wish is the work of innumerable spiritual beings of
light which descend into poorly lit mansions to inspire their inhabitants to
improve their fate and their surroundings. Yet even this has to happen such
that it does not force the soul's will but results in its own desire. Hence they
do not perceive the beings of light as such, instead the beings of light join
them by using the same cover as the souls and request to be admitted, then
they will seek to guide the souls'thoughts to change their present situation
.... e souls'will has to be motivated to improve their fate; and as soon as
the will is motivated the soul will suddenly ﬁnd itself amongst needy souls
who request its help, and now it depends on whether it listens to their
appeals, whether it is willing and attempts to help them ....
e stronger its impulse to help the more alive it will feel and darkness
will give way to a faint twilight which gladdens the soul immensely and
increases its will to love. Imperceptibly its environment assumes another
shape as the twilight shines through until everything appears clearly to the
soul's eyes and its state seems to have improved considerably .... Yet it is
always up to the soul's will whether it continues to be helpful or whether it
contents itself with its present situation .... which, however, worsens again
if it stops making an eﬀort.
Every soul will ﬁnd what it wants; and if it longs for light, for love and
supreme happiness it will certainly achieve its goal and arrive in extremely
charming regions where everything is enlightened and where it can settle
for as long as it wishes .... Because it also gives what it requests for itself,
and this love changes the soul's nature, the love which it receives from
the beings of light if it is not entirely obstinate in refusing to ascend from
the poorly lit depth and resists all assistance and indignantly rejects every
suggestion. en it also has what it wants .... darkness, which will become
incessantly more agonising in order to motivate the souls to change their
will.
And for that reason I spoke the Words: `In My Father's house are many
mansions ....'Although the condition of every soul is taken into account
no soul is forced to remain where it is sent a er its physical death .... it
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will be admitted wherever its will takes it .... it is able to arrange its own
surroundings according to its will and thus it can elevate itself from the
lowest realms into radiant heights .... providing it takes notice of those
whom it encounters as messengers from above, although not recognised
by the soul as long as it is without light itself but so touched by their will to
love that its own love gets kindled and therefore the path upwards becomes
clear .... Eternal love Itself descends into the abyss to elevate what will not
resist .... I also redeem the souls from the darkness and countless beings
of light take part in this work .... ey all help to build those mansions
to improve the fate of the souls; they all radiate light and love and entice
countless souls from the darkness into their region .... where there is light
and strength and bliss ....
Amen

BD 6023

received 14.08.1954

God's end-time revelation ....
You are approaching the end .... And therefore I reveal Myself to you so
as not to leave you in ignorance of what this end will mean for you. I
reveal Myself so that you will prepare yourselves, so that you will live in
the right way and need not fear an end. You humans don't believe in an
end and reject all admonitions and warnings which you receive on account
of My revelations .... You ridicule and laugh at those who proclaim the
near end to you, you deem yourselves knowledgeable and feel superior
to the knowledge which is imparted to a person in an unusual way. You
are spiritually blind and unable to see anything, and yet you don't believe
those who have vision and therefore tell you in which hour you live .... And
it will be as in the time of Noah when I also announced the near judgment
to people and found no belief, when the proclaimers of the judgment only
reaped scorn and ridicule until the day arrived when My proclamations
came to pass, until the day arrived when the scorners fell prey to the
judgment .... And once again it will be like this, again the Judgment has
been announced a long time in advance, and it will be proclaimed time
and time again, yet the last day for this earth and all its inhabitants will
come suddenly and unexpectedly, for My Word is truth and it will come
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true when the time is right. But who believes that people live in the midst
of this time, that they will only have a short time le until the end ....
Who believes that they are facing a change for the worse, something which
no-one on this earth has ever experienced? .... Who allows himself to be
impressed by divine revelations, by predictions concerning the near end?
Which one of you humans is consciously expecting the end and preparing
himself for it?
ere are only a few who believe that which was proclaimed by seers and
prophets, and these few only reap scorn and ridicule if they profess their
belief in it and also try to inform their fellow human beings .... few people
listen to My voice and live their life such that they are not afraid of the end
but rather feel pleased in view of the blissful time which will follow the end
of this earth. However, I want to increase their number, I would like many
more to realise that the time has been fulﬁlled .... I also would like to reveal
Myself to those who are without knowledge .... Yet their will is de ing Me
and I will not compel anyone .... erefore I content Myself with those who
believe My Words and stand up for them, and I will grant them great power
of speech .... I will let them speak in My place and although they, too, will
have little success, although their words, too, will not be taken seriously,
the world will nevertheless take notice of the proclamations of the near end
.... ere will be no shortage of indications and all over the world an end
will be spoken of, but it will only ever aﬀect a few such that they will believe
and prepare themselves for it. And I will support those who have accepted
the task of spreading enlightenment. I will bless all eﬀorts which aim to
distribute that which is conveyed to you humans in the form of revelations
.... And the information of the forthcoming end will reach far and wide
.... However, My revelations will prove themselves to be true faster than
you suspect. For people will experience days of terror and thereby the truth
of My Word will be pointed out to them .... And then they will still have
suﬃcient time to prepare themselves for the end which irrevocably will
follow these days of terror within a very short time .... And regardless of
whether you, who spread My revelations, ﬁnd credence or not .... don't
stop proclaiming the forthcoming event; warn and admonish your fellow
human beings and convey My revelations to them .... Proclaim to them the
imminent Judgment which will aﬀect everyone, even if they don't believe
your words ....
Amen
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received 25.08.1954

e path of love and faith ....
Acknowledging God ....
You have to take the path of faith and love if you want to attain Me
and eternal bliss. You should simply believe that you were created by a
Power Which loves you and Which therefore wants to see you in a state of
perfection, because only something perfect can be united with It and thus
also happy .... But It wants you to be happy because It loves you ....
You should believe in Me Who created you out of My love .... Even the
assumption of that which you are as yet unable to believe will cause
you to surrender to this Power and you will learn to believe ever more
convincingly, because this acknowledgment is already an expression of your
original nature, since you emerged from Me in perfection and remained
perfect for as long as you acknowledged Me as your God and Creator of
eterni . Nevertheless, you voluntarily forfeited your perfection when you
turned away from Me and towards the one who indeed participated in your
creation through his will, but who ﬁrst received the strength for creating
from Me. You acknowledged someone else and denied Me .... And only
when you entirely voluntarily recognise and acknowledge Me again as your
God and Father of eterni will you have entered the state of perfection
again which enables you to stay close to Me. Hence ﬁrst I require faith in
Me .... But you can only gain the right faith if a light is kindled in you which
provides you with clear realisation .... For you must be able to conﬁdently
represent that which you should believe as truth and thus it must be very
clearly recognised by you ....
Consequently, something that so far had been concealed from you must
become brightly illuminated by light, and this light is the spark of love
which needs to be kindled in you and which can easily be kindled if you
turn towards Me so that My ray of light can touch your heart and ignite,
that is, that you then will only ever implement what a voice in you cautions
you to do, that you will do what you would want to be done to you .... Each
one of you humans is able to place himself into the position of a fellow
human being suﬀering hardship, and he will know what then will seem
desirable to him .... And thus he should act accordingly to his neighbour
.... is feeling of experiencing relief when he is helped will be present
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in every person ..... us he also inherently knows that he should do the
same .... And anyone who gives in to this inner urging opens his heart and
can be struck by My ray of love and the light which thus illuminates him
gives him clearest realisation .... en his faith will come alive through love
.... Whereas prior to this it was a purely intellectual belief, which certainly
aﬃrmed My existence as God and Creator but which did not show him the
path to Me as his eternal Father .... is realisation is solely caused by love
in the human heart, and therefore I say that you must take the path of faith
and love .... that faith without love cannot be called a right faith as yet,
that only love will bring it to life and that there cannot be any realisation
without love, because the intellect alone would never be able to fathom
the correlations which, however, are easily grasped by the love in a person's
heart .... Also, faith without love can be easily given up again, whereas faith
having come alive though love will never ever be relinquished, because the
knowledge has now become a conviction, and therefore the human being
is ﬁrst expected to believe, so that the person can put his feelings in order
regarding this Power Which created him .... And My illumination of love
depends on how strong his desire to enter into contact with the Creator
is, yet the human being must approach Me in absolute freedom of will, he
shall take the path of love and faith in absolute freedom of will, but then it
will irrevocably lead to Me and to eternal beatitude ....
Amen

BD 6037

received 29.08.1954

e Coming of the Lord (to be understood literally) ....
e hour of My return comes ever closer, for the end of the earth is near, and
once the last day has come, I, too, will come in the clouds in order to fetch
My Own before the earth's destruction ensues .... However, this is not to
say that Earth will cease to exist as a planet, instead, only its surface will go
through a complete transformation which for you humans is nevertheless
the same as a complete destruction, since nothing alive will escape this
destruction because all creatures will be aﬀected. is is why I can come to
Earth Myself in order to save My Own from this ﬁnal work of destruction,
for apart from My believers there will be no-one else who survives the
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ﬁnal work of destruction and thus might be able to describe it a erwards.
I Myself will come when My Own can no longer see a way out, when on
account of their faith My adversary will openly proceed against them. ey
will experience serious diﬃculties until the end, and only their ﬁrm faith
will keep them going and able to resist, for they will await My coming
and I will not disappoint their faith. I will appear in brightly radiating
light and yet so en My brilliance so that My Own will be able to endure
it .... Nevertheless, that which will trigger great joy and jubilation in My
Own will cause panic in the others and be their judgment .... For although
they will be unable to see Me, they will nevertheless notice the unusual
occurrence that the people they had pursued will disappear upwards before
their eyes .... And this experience will become their judgment, for suddenly
they become aware of their wickedness and also convinced that they are
facing the certain end, which they cannot escape. Were they able to behold
Me in this hour, they would certainly all stretch out their hands to Me ....
Yet this handing-themselves-over to Me would be utterly pointless, because
it would be an enforced faith caused by the supernatural phenomena of Me
Myself .... Yet even the rapture of My Own could still let their belief in Me
arise at the last minute, I would truly be merciful to them before the very
end .... However, they will already be too ensnared by the adversary and will
no longer be able to release themselves, hence they will descend into the
earth and a renewed banishment in solid matter will be their self-inﬂicted
fate .... Almost all people will doubt My Coming on the day of Judgment
.... And yet, My promise will come true .... I will come to you and you
will be able to behold Me in splendour and magniﬁcence. For My Own
truly have earned their deliverance from profound adversi and because
nothing seems supernatural to them anymore which relates to the end they
recognised as certain. e end will come, and I Myself will descend to earth
just as I once ascended to Heaven .... in all glory and visible again to those
who believe in Me, who are My disciples in the last days before the end.
ese are not metaphorical Words, not parables for future events .... they
are the events themselves and it will literally happen as I have promised
you, and you can await it every day when you are extraordinarily besieged
by those who are enslaved by My adversary .... As soon as the battle of
faith begins you will know that the last hour has come, for this will be his
ﬁnal act, it will be the last battle on Earth which will end with his ultimate
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defeat .... en a time of peace will commence on the new earth, for with
My coming to Earth and your rapture this period on Earth will end and
a new one will start .... e Earth will be transformed and changed into a
totally new one and you, whom I will fetch, shall be the new inhabitants of
this paradise-like world .... a time of peace and heavenly bliss shall be your
fate in the paradise of the new Earth ....
Amen

BD 6038

received 30.08.1954

New Revelations ....
Reason ....
Bible ....
It is very dangerous when My Word gets wrongly interpreted, when the
meaning of My Word becomes distorted and this misinterpretation is then
used as a foundation again. For then My adversary will have easy access
by confusing people's thoughts more than ever and distance them ever
further from the truth. No-one will ever be able to quote a Word from the
Scriptures which proves that the Father will never speak to His children
again because He has already declared His will in the Scriptures .... ere
is no Word which could give people the right to deny new Words of love by
God .... there is no Word which would support the opponents of My New
Revelations, for I would never have spoken such a Word, because only I
know that My living creations on earth will require My Word time and
again in order to reach the objective of becoming My children ....
I speak to people in diﬀerent ways indeed, and therefore not every human
being needs to hear My voice directly; yet if I didn't speak to people time
and again only few would, in fact, reach their goal .... For without the
working of My spirit people would be unable to think correctly, to separate
truth from error and even to understand the Scriptures correctly .... us I
also address people when I teach them to think correctly and establish the
right goal for their feelings, but whatever a person thinks who is guided by
My spirit he will also be able to voice it, and this communication through
a human mouth is then likewise a revelation from Me, for then it is My
Word which was imparted to the human being by My spirit. For I want to
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speak to people, and if someone willingly places himself at My disposal by
wanting to proclaim My Word to people .... then My Word will be voiced
through this person's mouth .... Every true messenger of My Word oﬀers
Me the opportuni of revealing Myself anew ....
And likewise, I can voice My Word when someone is willing to listen
to Me .... when a person attentively listens within himself and desires to
be addressed by Me .... Would a loving Father stay quiet when His child
desires to hear Him? .... Does My love limit itself? Am I not a Lord of
inﬁnite riches which I Am constantly willing to bestow? Do you humans
want to impose restrictions on Me or deny Me to speak when and to whom
I want?
If you believe that I can be present with you, then you also have to believe
that I will reveal Myself when I Am with you, and yet you want to argue
that I speak to people who want to hear Me .... But I have promised you My
presence with the Words `Whenever two or three of you come together in
My name I Am there with you ....'And what will you talk about then? Will
you discuss worldly aﬀairs?
No, you will make Me the subject of your conversation, you will speak
righteously, and you will say what I put into your mouth, for I Myself will
speak through you so that you recognise My presence .... And thus I Myself
will be wherever people unite to hear My Word .... wherever I Am allowed
to speak, wherever My spirit can work, and you humans will always receive
the same Word since it is your desire to hear Me ....
I know how much people need My Word, and therefore I will never stop
conveying My Word to you, and I will enlighten people about error and
misinterpretation of the Scriptures; I will impart My pure Gospel Myself
to those who open themselves to Me, thereby wanting to be of service to
Me and their fellow human beings .... for I will bless every good will and
every desire for truth, and My blessing consists of speaking to them Myself
just as I once spoke to My disciples, and I will give all those who are able
to hear Me the task to spread My pure Gospel, for I speak through them to
everyone who wants to hear Me ....
Amen
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received 04.09.1954

Hour of death without fear ....
Readiness ....
Always be ready to exchange your earthly life for a life in the spiritual
kingdom, then the hour of passing away from this earth will never come
as a surprise to you and neither will you ever have to fear it. Whatever you
think and do, always ask yourselves whether it is right before My eyes, then
you will live consciously and work to improve your soul .... thus you will
live for the kingdom of the beyond, and this kingdom of the beyond will
be the kingdom of light for you, for which you will gladly surrender your
earthly life because it is your true home.
If only all you humans were able to realise that you merely live on this earth
as a test, that it is not real life but just a preparation for this real life, and
that you therefore should only ever focus on evaluating it correctly .... But
you regard earthly life as the only important life and consider real life in
the spiritual kingdom far too little .... if you believe in it at all. You use all
your strength for completely irrelevant things and don't prepare yourselves
enough for the life that lies ahead of you.
e hour of death was intended to be the hour of your deliverance, when
you discard your earthly garment in order to enter in light and freedom
into the kingdom of peace and beatitude .... You were meant to consciously
and joyfully look forward to this hour and gladly relinquish earthly life in
exchange for a far better one. However, you will acquire this consciousness
when you, in living faith, have lived a life of following Jesus, because only
then will you clearly recognise the purpose of your earthly life and your
objective .... because only then will you know of all correlations and also
of a free and blissful life in the spiritual realm .... en your spirit will be
awakened, and then you will therefore place little value on earthly life and
consciously strive towards the life in the spiritual kingdom, in light and
happiness ....
You are certainly informed of it but you will only accept it as truth when
love has kindled a light within you .... Hence you ﬁrst have to live a life of
love .... en death will not longer scare you, then you will already have
the connection with the spiritual kingdom, then so many hands will reach
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out to you from there which will show you the way until the end of your
life .... And then you will live every day on earth as it is My will .... en
you will prepare yourselves for a blissful end, and the hour of your passing
away from this earth will be for you the awakening into a life in light and
magniﬁcence ....
Amen

BD 6050

received 13.09.1954

`Enter into thy closet ....'
Withdraw into your closet if you want to pray, for only in solitude can
you ﬁnd the connection with Me, only in solitude can you unite with Me
so intimately that I can hear your voice, that your prayer is sent to Me
in spirit and in truth. And even if you are in dire trouble while you are
amongst people or are put under pressure from outside you must detach
yourselves for a few moments from your surroundings and send a short
but heartfelt call to Me, and I will hear you and help you .... I just want
to hear your heart speak and not merely your mouth .... And therefore
you must enter the closet of your heart, you must withdraw from the
world and from everything that might disrupt your silent prayer. You must
avoid everything that attracts your eyes, that makes such an impression on
you that it will take your mind oﬀ Me .... you must completely disregard
all outside impressions. You must withdraw into solitude and turn your
thoughts to Me .... only then will you be able to pray in spirit and in truth,
only then will you come to Me like children come to the Father and conﬁde
all your problems to Me.
And then your Father will always be willing to help you. en you yourselves will apply strength to your prayer, you yourselves will determine the
fulﬁlment of your requests, for if you speak to Me like a child speaks to its
Father I cannot deny you any wish and My help is assured to you. But if
the words are only shaped by your mouth, and if this happens for hours
on end, they will not reach My ear, they will fade away unheeded, for this
kind of prayer has no strength, such a prayer is abhorrent to Me .... And
therefore it is up to yourselves whether your prayers will be granted, for I
promised you that I will give you what you ask of Me .... And My Word
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will indeed come to pass. Nevertheless, I only pay attention to the words
of your heart but you o en believe that you have done enough by prattling
with your mouth and are disappointed if your prayers are not then granted
.... Withdraw into the closet of your heart and then speak to Me freely, with
complete conﬁdence, and your wishes will indeed be granted ....
Amen

BD 6052

received 14.09.1954

Last Judgment ....
Act of love and righteousness ....
It is not just My righteousness alone which demands a recompense and
therefore imposes the last Judgment upon the human race .... it is far more
determined by My love which foresees its inevitable descent into the abyss
and wants to put a stop to it. For even if the earth remained in its old form,
even if I delayed the Judgment .... it would only damage people's souls
which would not beneﬁt thereby but enter into a darkness that would be
impenetrable for an inﬁnitely long time. e last Judgment on this earth is
an act of love by Me too .... in My eyes this act is people's only salvation if
I don't want to leave them entirely at the mercy of their destiny, i.e., to My
adversary. It is, in the true sense of the word, a rescue mission which one
day you will certainly understand but at your present low spiritual level
do not appreciate. e last Judgment and the disintegration of this earth
are, in fact, far more determined by My love than by My righteousness ....
although this also will have to emerge so as to establish order again, since
this is totally disrespected and has to lead to greatest chaos. e individual
person can certainly still restore his own order again; he can still become
aware of his task and his purpose and strive to live accordingly .... and the
last Judgment will not aﬀect him so much that he would have to dread it;
for him, too, the last Judgment will only be a demonstration of love because
he will be transferred into another life .... be it on earth or in the spiritual
kingdom .... a life which will make him happy. And in order to still achieve
this with individual people I make it known time and again what the earth
and its inhabitants will have to expect .... and good for him who takes these
indications seriously and rearranges his life; good for him who will make
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the eﬀort to live in divine order .... For he will also understand My last
rescue operation and regard it as an act of love, since as a result of his life
he will also gain the understanding for all events which will take place due
to My will and My might.
Only I know the result of an utterly godless way of life, and this is why I
must intervene, because My love wants to rescue everyone or provide them
with the possibili to free themselves from Satan's control, which can only
happen if I bind him Myself .... by putting an end to his activi .... e fact
that innumerable people will lose their lives when the last Judgment on
earth occurs may well seem cruel to you humans; but it is only an enforced
interruption of that which will inevitably lead to death .... so that the souls
will at least have the possibili to come back to life again one day .... while
it is Satan's goal to keep you forever in his possession. My love, therefore, is
the reason for the end of this earth and the destruction of all created beings
thereon, and My righteousness will then place the spiritual substances into
external forms which correspond to their conduct on earth .... I will put
everything right again .... in accordance with My eternal order and will give
all spiritual beings the external form they deserve. Only when you humans
know the meaning and purpose of earthly life and your task will you ﬁnd
My reign and activi comprehensible, for there is more at stake than your
physical life, it concerns the whole of eterni , it concerns the life of the soul
for which spiritual death is the most appalling state. And I want to protect
it from this death and therefore have to use means which make you doubt
My love and yet are only based on My love. I cannot force you into another
way of life, I can only admonish and warn you through My Word, which
comes as a direct address to earth, and thus all people are being addressed
by Me through the mouth of a servant devoted to Me .... I can only draw
your attention to the consequences of a wrong way of life and with Words
of love try to entice you to enter the right path .... If, however, all these
reproaches are in vain, My sentencing Fatherly hand will have to intervene
in order to protect you from the worst .... For order must be restored again
on earth, so that it will become a place of education for the spiritual beings
once more, so that the souls can fully mature according to their destination
....
Amen
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received 16.09.1954

Fate in the beyond corresponds to thoughts and wishes on earth ....
Your thoughts and wishes on this earth will be your fate in the spiritual
kingdom a er the death of your body. If you searched for light and truth
on this earth, light will be waiting for you over there .... if you preferred
the darkness because earthly matter had deluded you, then you will stay
in dark surroundings over there too, in a realm where you feel unhappy
for lack of light. Yet it will happen in accordance with your will .... Light
is constantly made available to you on earth and the path to eternal life is
clearly and brightly illuminated, you need only enter it to ﬁnd the kingdom
of light a er the death of your body .... If, however, you escape the light, if
you walk the dark path, then you can only arrive in dark regions too ....
You humans occupy yourselves very little indeed with what happens to
you a er your physical death .... You dismiss such thoughts from your
mind when they occur to you, you constantly turn towards the world and
its matter, and since this is transient you cannot take it with you into the
spiritual realm. If material goods are your only riches on earth you will
indeed arrive poor and naked in the spiritual kingdom .... Why do you not
gather possessions on earth which are long-lasting, which accompany you
on your way into the beyond ....why do you only lust a er the transient
possessions of this world?
e consequences of your way of life are presented to you time a er
time, your attention is drawn to your fate a er your departure from this
earth .... yet you pay little attention to the warnings and reprimands,
you scrupulously carry on living from day to day even though you could
be called to your ﬁnal resting place tomorrow .... And then you will
receive what you desired on earth .... light or darkness .... you can't be
given anything else but what you acquired during your life on earth.
Consequently, as long as you live on earth think of the time a er your
death, think of your soul which is immortal and whose fate in the beyond
you prepare while you live on earth .... strive towards the light on earth and
create your soul's happiness in the spiritual realm ....
Amen
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received 19.09.1954

e time of the end is imminent ....
e end has certainly been announced to you by Me as being imminent,
yet you don't know the day and hour, and therefore even you, My believers,
are not diligent enough in your work of improving your soul, for you, too,
still reckon that it will still take a while until My announcements will come
to pass .... Even you don't expect the end so quickly, otherwise you truly
wouldn't think your earthly aﬀairs so important anymore .... otherwise
you would live as if you anticipated something extraordinary to happen
for which you must to prepare yourselves and act accordingly. Admittedly,
until the end you should fulﬁl the tasks which your earthly ﬁeld of du
demands of you, nevertheless, the care of your souls should come ﬁrst
and the thought that tomorrow you might already be relieved from every
earthly worry, that tomorrow you might be judged according to your soul's
maturi , should impel you to work eagerly, for time and again I say to you:
e day will come sooner than you think .... but until the end you will
count on a postponement or a delay because the idea of a sudden end is
inconceivable to you ....
And for this reason you, too, will be taken by surprise although you don't
disbelieve My announcements. Your fellow human beings, however, don't
believe at all, hence they will never believe that the time is very near ....
but you should therefore be twice as diligent in your work of improving
yourselves, for you will still be able to help a few people to attain faith
before the end if your own faith is unshakable so that you, by virtue of your
faith, can overcome conﬂicts which are inevitable due to the near end ....
e more you accept the thought that the last day will strike very quickly
the calmer you will also deal with earthly aﬀairs, with all kinds of failures
and worries, because you will realise that they are necessary and regard
the state of your soul as more important .... And don't let yourselves be
misled by the apparent calm .... no person will be able to enjoy it for long,
for suddenly everything will change, and all of a sudden global aﬀairs will
also take an alarming turn, and then the end will be approaching with giant
strides, and good for him who has prepared himself for this, who takes My
Words seriously and lives as if only a few more days are granted to him
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.... For he will not be surprised that everything will come to pass as I have
announced long in advance ....
Amen

BD 6065

received 26.09.1954

Earthly and spiritual issues ....
Inhabitants of other planets (ﬂying saucers) ....
You only receive the kind of information that will beneﬁt your soul. As
long as you want to stay in contact with Me you will never be allowed to
look into areas which will harm your soul .... However, with the help of
satanic strength you are also able to acquire knowledge unlawfully. But in
that case you do not belong to My Own whom I protect from damaging
inﬂuences by My adversary .... You are taught by My spirit and thus you
receive knowledge which serves your higher development .... You can work
with this knowledge again, you can pass it on again to your fellow human
beings and thereby guide them onto the right path .... thus you can help to
bring light into the darkness, as it is My will ....
And as long as you are willing to spread the light you will be supported
and the knowledge you receive will correspond to the use you make of it ....
Whatever is needed to kindle a light for a soul walking in darkness will ﬂow
to you, and the more questions you are asked the more abundantly you
will receive from Me if you want to answer these questions .... Yet I will not
merely satis idle curiosi , I will not bestow knowledge which is neither
needed nor suitable for spiritual development .... But at the same time I will
not remain silent either when a child pleadingly asks Me. For it should put
its trust Me and therefore it shall not be disappointed .... ere are secrets
which the human intellect cannot grasp but which nevertheless have an
entirely natural explanation .... ere are laws, natural forces, which can
become active if the conditions for them are met: extraordinary developed
intelligence of people, who are thus able to calculate eﬀects and then use
these calculations for experiments by which natural forces apparently will
be of service to them .... thus people are more or less in control of these
forces by using the known eﬀects for their purposes.
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To less intelligent people such undertakings seem impossible and what they
cannot understand they gladly ascribe to the realm of the `supernatural'....
en they are more willing to take this step into the spiritual kingdom
than if they were advised to enter spiritual regions for the sake of their
spiritual maturi .... When human intellect reaches its limits the human
being makes concessions, and he starts to consider possibilities .... Yet his
thinking goes astray; he combines earthly with spiritual issues .... And a
gap remains between the two. No human being will ever be able to make
contact with beings outside of earth in anything other than a spiritual way
.... us, the human being is indeed able to make spiritual contact with
inhabitants of other worlds if this is intended for spiritual development; but
such contact will never occur in a visible form, to the extent that inhabitants
of those worlds will meet up with people on earth .... this is completely
impossible because every living being requires a diﬀerent sphere, which is
likewise determined by fundamental law.
Here, too, satanic inﬂuence is noticeable which confuses people's thoughts
even more, for these wrong conclusions do not promote people's spiritual
endeavour, who now also try to address the supernatural with intellectual
reasoning, and who thus will purely scientiﬁcally utilise the alleged evidence of living beings on other celestial bodies but who are not willing to
believe that these beings also develop or progress spiritually .... In accordance with eternal law the celestial bodies are separate from each other, and
they will stay separate .... because their purpose is the development of souls
and this happens on every single star under entirely diﬀerent conditions.
e explanation of unusual phenomena in this respect is also erroneous
.... but the fact that an unusual eﬀect of strength is utilised in an as yet still
inexplicable way should make you humans think ....
For this is also a sign of the end, the fact that unusual powers are becoming
active and that the reason for using these powers also betrays their origin
.... My adversary, too, has a lot of power in the end, and he uses it to his
own advantage .... If people succeed in utilising as yet unknown powers
for the beneﬁt of their fellow human beings then their eﬀort will have My
blessing .... But if the reason is determined by dishonourable motives then
it is the work of the one who wants to ruin you .... And he will not reveal
what he is doing either, he will throw people into confusion, he will prevent
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everything that would help to clari the situation .... But what is divine,
righteous and true will come to the fore and will not keep itself hidden ....
Amen

BD 6067

received 30.09.1954

Approaching trouble ....
You are approaching a time of immense trouble and require great strength
of faith in order to master it, because with your physical strength you won't
be able to resolve it but certainly with spiritual strength. However, the
aﬄiction will befall you on account of your faith because the ﬁnal time
will have come when all of you will be demanded to make a decision ....
Admittedly, the earlier worldly adversi , even though it is also inevitable,
will aﬀect all people and be a wake-up call for all, yet this adversi is a
natural one and will therefore also be humbly endured .... However, the
immense trouble aﬀecting people on account of their faith has spiritual
reasons and spiritual consequences, for then both the people, as God's
opponents, as well as God Himself will demand a decision, and life in
eterni depends on this decision .... People will be requested to deny their
faith in God, and thus they will be forced by the ruling power to make a
decision .... en it will require tremendous strength of faith to de this
obligation and to openly profess God before the world .... However, anyone
who has the will to do so shall also have the strength to resist, for this shall
ﬂow to him from the One Whom he fearlessly professed. And thus the
aﬄiction will arise from the fact that God's faithful followers will be placed
under severe pressure by their opponents and be greatly damaged and
demeaned in an earthly way, that these few will become a target for people
to run riot in a God-opposing sense. A strong faith fends oﬀ all attacks
but a weak faith becomes unstable and needs support which will indeed
be granted to him when his will desires God. Yet this time must come
because the day of the end comes ever closer and because the separation
of the spirits must take place ﬁrst. Many people will still be recalled who,
without question, would descend in such times of aﬄiction, and God will
only preserve the life of the strong who oﬀer resistance by virtue of their
faith .... But He also knows who inexorably strives towards the abyss; He
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knows where any change of will is impossible .... And He will allow these
people to keep their life so that what is proclaimed will come true .... that
the goats will be separated from the sheep so that the great cleansing on
this earth can take place, which will be followed again by a time of peace,
by a time of righteousness ....
Amen

BD 6075

received 10.10.1954

Connection with God guarantees truth ....
Strive only ever to establish and remain in contact with your Father of
eterni .... en you will also always be spiritually enlightened, unresolved
problems will no longer exist for you, for every problem will be resolved
by the One Who knows everything and Who also wants to convey this
knowledge to you. No limitations are imposed on your knowledge as soon
as you take the path to Me and request My clariﬁcation .... But I also
know which knowledge helps you achieve happiness, and this information
is always at your disposal providing your desire for truth is spiritually
inclined .... that you expect My explanation .... that you earnestly desire
it .... For I give without limitation but only ever to someone who wants it
.... And what I bestow upon you will always be appropriate for you and
the circle of fellow human beings to whom you shall pass on My gi s ....
I speak to you simply and clearly because it is My will that you penetrate
the truth yourselves so that you can also wholeheartedly advocate it. And
so seemingly insolvable problems for you can be solved by Me in a way
that the explanation is easily comprehensible for everyone who, like you,
desires clariﬁcation .... but which will always remain incomprehensible for
people who only deal with them intellectually. I speak to the human being's
heart and the heart understands .... But the heart of someone who prefers to
be addressed intellectually is not receptive to Me as yet, and he will hardly
become enlightened. erefore, come to the Father like children so that
he will educate you in line with your receptivi .... And the subsequently
kindled light in you will be suitable to give you complete understanding,
for you are being instructed by My spirit and this is truly powerful. You
humans have invaluable spiritual knowledge at your disposal, yet only a
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few make use of it. People try to intellectually penetrate information which
can only be conveyed to them by My spirit, because they either don't know
the simple path or won't take it if it is shown to them .... the connection with
Me through love or prayer .... Only the connection with Me is the source of
truthful knowledge, and if this is not established, the received knowledge
.... even if it corresponds to truth .... will remain incomprehensible or
lifeless knowledge to people which does not contribute towards the soul's
maturi . And the connection will only be established when the human
being yearns for Me Myself .... en he will exclude all other sources ....
then he will no longer seek an explanation from other people, then he will
turn to Me directly and I will be able to inﬂuence him through My spirit so
that he will recognise what is truth from God and what is rationally gained
knowledge .... en the living water he draws from the source will refresh
and revive him, he will be able to receive, without limitation, all he needs
for eternal life from the font of life ....
Amen
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